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about Manning

Manning is a publisher of computer books, videos, and projects for software 

developers, engineers, architects, system administrators, managers and all 

who are professionally involved with the computer business. We also publish 

for students and young programmers, including occasionally for children. We 

are an entirely virtual organization based on Shelter Island, New York, with 

many staff working from far-flung places like Manila and Zagreb.



"Independent" means we are not owned by a large corporate entity and are 

free to make decisions without bureaucratic overhead. That has allowed us to 

innovate and be flexible and to quickly adjust what we do as we go. We were 

the first by several years to sell our books as unprotected PDFs, something 

that later became commonplace. We were the first to start selling books 

before they were finished, in the Manning Early Access Program. This gave our 

readers access to our content as soon as it was readable, and this too has 

become common in the industry. And it means we are thinking every day about 

new ways to satisfy our customers, some of which we hope you will be pleased 

to discover in the not-too-distant future.



Readers can access our books through the Manning Early Access Program, 

Safari Books Online, and iBooks. Print copies, wherever they are bought, come 

with free electronic versions in PDF, ePub and Kindle formats. With your print 

copy in hand, register it on the Manning site and you can download the digital 

versions from your account.

contact details:

Manning Publications


Gloria Lukos


Chief Sales Officer


Manning Publication


(203) 726-0566


glukos@manning.com 
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NEW this month

BDD in Action, Second Edition


Deliver software that does what it’s supposed to 

do! Behavior-Driven Development guides your 

software projects to success with collaboration, 

communication techniques...

John Ferguson Smart, Jan MolakForeword by Daniel 

Terhorst-North


March 2023 | ISBN 9781617297533

Think Like a CTO


An effective Chief Technology Officer shapes almost 

every aspect of a modern business. This book shares 

the experience and advice of veteran CTOs and 

industry experts...

Alan Williamson


Febuary 2023 | ISBN 9781617298851

Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning


Keep sensitive user data safe and secure without 

sacrificing the performance and accuracy of your 

machine learning models.

J. Morris Chang, Di Zhuang, and G. Dumindu Samaraweera


March 2023 | ISBN 9781617298042

Fast Python


Master these effective techniques to reduce costs 

and run times, handle huge datasets, and implement 

complex machine learning applications efficiently in 

Python.

High performance techniques for large datasets


Tiago Rodrigues Antao


May 2023 | ISBN 9781617297939

Software Engineer's Guide to Deep 

Learning System Design


Design systems optimized for deep learning models. 

Written for software engineers, this book teaches 

you how to implement a maintainable platform for 

developing deep learning models.

Chi Wang and Donald Szeto


May 2023 | ISBN 9781633439863

Amazon Web Services in Action, Third 
Edition


Master essential best practices for deploying and 

managing applications on Amazon Web Services. 

This revised bestseller is packed with techniques 

for building highly available and scalable...

An in-depth guide to AWS


Andreas Wittig and Michael Wittig


March 2023 | ISBN 9781633439160

Functional Programming in Scala, Second 

Edition


Discover the power that functional programming 

brings to your Scala code. This international 

bestseller has been revised with new exercises, 

annotations, and full coverage of Scala 3.

Michael Pilquist, Rúnar Bjarnason, and Paul 

Chiusano


May 2023 | ISBN 9781617299582

Ensemble Methods for Machine 

Learning


Many machine learning problems are too 

complex to be resolved by a single model or 

algorithm. Ensemble machine learning trains a 

group of diverse machine learning models to 

work together to solve a problem.

Gautam Kunapuli


May 2023 | ISBN 9781617297137
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2023 titles

category:C#

Functional Programming in C#, Second Edition


Functional Programming in C#, Second Edition teaches you to 

apply functional thinking to real-world problems using the C# 

language.

Enrico Buonanno 


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617299827

category:Data

Automated Machine Learning in Action


Build and deploy a live website in just 30 minutes using Hugo. 

The Hugo engine lets you rapidly deliver static sites that are low 

maintenance, high performance, and feature rich. 

Qingquan Song, Haifeng Jin, and Xia Hu


March 2022 | ISBN 9781617298059

Data Analysis with Python and PySpark 


Think big about your data! PySpark brings the powerful Spark 

big data processing engine to the Python ecosystem, letting you 

seamlessly scale up your data tasks and create lightning-fast 

pipelines.

Jonathan Rioux


February 2022 | ISBN 9781617297205

Data Science Bookcamp


Learn data science with Python by building five real-world 

projects! Experiment with card game predictions, tracking 

disease outbreaks, and more.

Five real-world Python projects 


Leonard Apeltsin


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617296253 

Data Mesh in Action


Revolutionize the way your organization approaches data with a 

data mesh! This new decentralized architecture outpaces 

monolithic lakes and warehouses and can work for a company of 

any size.

Jacek Majchrzak, Sven Balnojan, and Marian Siwiak with 

Mariusz Sieraczkiewicz


December 2022 | ISBN 9781633439979 
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2023 titles

category:Data cont.

Deep Learning for Natural Language Processing


Explore the most challenging issues of natural language 

processing, and learn how to solve them with cutting-edge deep 

learning!

Stephan Raaijmakers


October 2022 | ISBN 9781617295447

Deep Learning Patterns and Practices


Discover best practices, reproducible architectures, and design 

patterns to help guide deep learning models from the lab into 

production.

Andrew Ferlitsch


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617298264

Deep Learning with Python, Second Edition


Printed in full color! Unlock the groundbreaking advances of 

deep learning with this extensively revised new edition of the 

bestselling original. 

François Chollet


November 2021 | ISBN 9781617296864

Deep Learning with R, Second Edition



Deep learning from the ground up using R and the powerful 

Keras library!

François Chollet with Tomasz Kalinowski and J. J. Allaire


July 2022 | ISBN 9781633439849

Effective Data Science Infrastructure


Simplify data science infrastructure to give data scientists an 

efficient path from prototype to production.

How to make data scientists productive


Ville Tuulos


July 2022 | ISBN 9781617299193

Feature Engineering Bookcamp 


Deliver huge improvements to your machine learning pipelines 

without spending hours fine-tuning parameters!

Sinan Ozdemir


August 2022 | ISBN 9781617299797
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2023 titles

category:Data cont.

Getting Started with Natural Language Processing 


Hit the ground running with this in-depth introduction to the 

NLP skills and techniques that allow your computers to speak 

human. 

Ekaterina Kochmar


September 2022 | ISBN 9781617296765

Graph-Powered Machine Learning


Upgrade your machine learning models with graph-based 

algorithms, the perfect structure for complex and interlinked 

data.

Alessandro Nego


September 2021 | ISBN 9781617295645

Grokking Machine Learning


Discover valuable machine learning techniques you can 

understand and apply using just high-school math.

Luis Serrano


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617295911

How to Lead in Data Science


A field guide for the unique challenges of data science leadership, 

filled with transformative insights, personal experiences, and 

industry examples.

Jike Chong & Yue Cathy Chang


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617298899

Inside Deep Learning


Written for everyday developers, there are no complex 

mathematical proofs or unnecessary academic theory in Inside 

Deep Learning.

Math, Algorithms, Models Annotated Edition


Edward Raff


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617298639 

Julia as a Second Language


Learn Julia programming by building fun projects, like launching 

rockets, building password keepers, and even coding battle 

simulations.

Erik Engheim


May 2023 | ISBN 9781617299711
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2023 titles

category:Data cont.

Julia for Data Analysis


Master core data analysis skills using Julia. Interesting hands-on 

projects guide you through time series data, predictive models, 

popularity ranking, and more.

Bogumił Kamiński


December 2022 | ISBN 9781633439368

Machine Learning Bookcamp


Time to flex your machine learning muscles! Take on the 

carefully designed challenges of the Machine Learning 

Bookcamp and master essential ML techniques.

Build a portfolio of real-life projects


Alexey Grigorev


November 2021 | ISBN 9781617296819

Machine Learning Engineering in Action


Field-tested tips, tricks, and design patterns for building 

Machine Learning projects that are deployable, maintainable, 

and secure from concept to production.

Ben Wilson


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617298714

Math and Architectures of Deep Learning


The mathematical paradigms that underlie deep learning 

typically start out as hard-to-read academic papers, often 

leaving engineers in the dark about how their models actually 

function.

Krishnendu Chaudhury


April 2023 | ISBN 9781617296482

MLOps Engineering at Scale


Deploying a machine learning model into a fully realized 

production system requires painstaking work by engineering and 

operations teams to create and manage custom infrastructure.

Carl Osipov


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617297762

Pandas in Action


Take the next steps in your data science career! This friendly and 

hands-on guide shows you how to start mastering Pandas with 

skills you already know from spreadsheet software.

Boris Paskhaver


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617297434
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2023 titles

category:Data cont.

PostGIS in Action, Third Edition


PostGIS in Action, Third Edition shows you how to solve real-

world geodata problems. You’ll go beyond basic mapping, and 

explore custom functions for your applications.

Leo S. Hsu & Regina Obe


September 2021 | ISBN 9781617296697

R in Action, Third Edition


R is the most powerful tool you can use for statistical analysis. 

This definitive guide smooths R’s steep learning curve with 

practical solutions and real-world applications for commercial 

environments.

Data analysis and graphics with R and Tidyverse


Robert I. Kabacoff


April 2022 | ISBN 9781617296055

Real-World Natural Language Processing


Real-world Natural Language Processing teaches you how to 

create practical NLP applications without getting bogged 

down in complex language theory and the mathematics of 

deep learning. 

Practical applications with deep learning


Masato Hagiwara


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617296420 

TensorFlow in Action 


DUnlock the TensorFlow design secrets behind successful deep 

learning applications! Deep learning StackOverflow contributor 

Thushan Ganegedara teaches you the new features.

Thushan Ganegedara


October 2022 | ISBN 9781617298349

Time Series Forecasting in Python 



Build predictive models from time-based patterns in your data. 

Master statistical models including new deep learning 

approaches for time series forecasting.

Marco Peixeiro


August 2022 | ISBN 9781617299889

Experimentation for Engineers


Optimize the performance of your systems with practical 

experiments used by engineers in the world’s most competitive 

industries.

From A/B testing to Bayesian optimization


David Sweet


January 2023 | ISBN 9781617298158
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2023 titles

category:Data cont.

Transfer Learning for Natural Language 

Processing


Build custom NLP models in record time by adapting pre-

trained machine learning models to solve specialized 

problems.

Paul Azunre


August 2021 | ISBN 9781617297267

Ensemble Methods for Machine Learning


Many machine learning problems are too complex to be resolved 

by a single model or algorithm. Ensemble machine learning trains 

a group of diverse machine learning models to work together to 

solve a problem.

Gautam Kunapuli


May 2023 | ISBN 9781617297137

Fast Python


Master these effective techniques to reduce costs and run times, 

handle huge datasets, and implement complex machine learning 

applications efficiently in Python.

High performance techniques for large datasets


Tiago Rodrigues Antao


May 2023 | ISBN 9781617297939

Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning


Keep sensitive user data safe and secure without sacrificing the 

performance and accuracy of your machine learning models.

J. Morris Chang, Di Zhuang, and G. Dumindu Samaraweera


March 2023 | ISBN 9781617298042

Software Engineer's Guide to Deep Learning System 

Design


Design systems optimized for deep learning models. Written for 

software engineers, this book teaches you how to implement a 

maintainable platform for developing deep learning models.

Chi Wang and Donald Szeto


May 2023 | ISBN 9781633439863
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2023 titles

category:Development

Algorithms and Data Structures for Massive 

Datasets


This fun and practical guide introduces cutting-edge techniques 

that can reliably handle even the largest distributed datasets.

Dzejla Medjedovic, Emin Tahirovic, and Ines Dedovic


May 2022 | ISBN 9781617298035

Apache Pulsar in Action


Deliver lightning fast and reliable messaging for your distributed 

applications with the flexible and resilient Apache Pulsar 

platform.

David Kjerrumgaard


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617296888

Application Security Program Handbook


Stop dangerous threats and secure your vulnerabilities without 

slowing down delivery. This practical book is a one-stop guide to 

implementing a robust application security program.

A guide for software engineers and team leaders


Derek Fisher


November 2022 | ISBN 9781633439818

Conversational AI


Design, develop, and deploy human-like AI solutions that chat 

with your customers, solve their problems, and streamline your 

support services.

Chatbots that work


Andrew Freed


October 2021 | ISBN 9781617298837

Data-Oriented Programming


Eliminate the unavoidable complexity of object-oriented 

designs. The innovative data-oriented programming paradigm 

makes your systems less complex by making it simpler.

Reduce software complexity


Yehonathan Sharvit


July 2022 | ISBN 9781617298578

Designing APIs with Swagger and OpenAPI


Follow real-world API projects from concept to production, and 

learn hands-on how to describe and design APIs using OpenAPI.

Joshua S. Ponelat and Lukas L. Rosenstock


May 2022 | ISBN 9781617296284
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2023 titles

category:Development cont.

Effective Software Testing


Go beyond basic testing! Great software testing makes the 

entire development process more efficient. This book reveals a 

systemic and effective approach that will help you customize 

your testing coverage and catch bugs in tricky corner cases. 

Maurício Aniche


March 2022 | ISBN 9781633439931

Five Lines of Code


Five Lines of Code teaches refactoring that's focused on concrete 

rules and getting any method down to five lines or less! There’s 

no jargon or tricky automated-testing skills required, just easy 

guidelines and patterns illustrated by detailed code samples.

How and when to refactor


Christian Clausen


October 2021 | ISBN 9781617298318

Full Stack GraphQL Applications


Build hyper-fast and hyper-efficient web applications with 

GraphQL! This practical, comprehensive guide introduces the 

powerful GRANDStack for developing full stack web.

With React, Node.js, and Neo4j


William Lyon


August 2022 | ISBN 9781617297038

Full Stack Python Security


Full Stack Python Security teaches you everything you’ll need to 

build secure Python web applications.

Cryptography, TLS, and attack resistance


Dennis Byrne


August 2021 | ISBN 9781617298820

Good Code, Bad Code


Practical techniques for writing code that is robust, reliable, and 

easy for team members to understand and adapt.

Think like a software engineer


Tom Long


September 2021 | ISBN 9781617298936

100 Go Mistakes and How to Avoid Them


Spot errors in your Go code you didn’t even know you were 

making and boost your productivity by avoiding common 

mistakes and pitfalls.

Teiva Harsanyi


August 2022 | ISBN 9781617299599
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2023 titles

category:Development cont.

Grokking Continuous Delivery 


Build and use systems that safely automate software delivery 

from testing through release with this jargon-busting guide to 

continuous delivery pipelines.

Christie Wilson


September 2022 | ISBN 9781617298257

Grokking Functional Programming 


There’s no need to fear going functional! This friendly, lively, 

and engaging guide is perfect for any perplexed programmer. 

Michał Płachta


September 2022 | ISBN 9781617291838

Grokking Streaming Systems


Written to be tool-agnostic, Grokking Streaming Systems helps 

you unravel what streaming systems are, how they work, and 

whether they’re right for your business.

Real-time event processing


Josh Fischer & Ning Wang


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617297304   

Kafka in Action 1st Edition


Kafka in Action is a practical, hands-on guide to building Kafka-

based data pipelines. Filled with real-world use cases and 

scenarios, this book probes Kafka's most common use cases.

Dylan Scott, Viktor Gamov & Dave Klein


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617295232

Microservice APIs


Strategies, best practices, and patterns that will help you design 

resilient microservices architecture and streamline your API 

integrations.

José Haro Peralta


December 2022 | ISBN 9781617298417

Python Concurrency with asyncio


Learn how to speed up slow Python code with concurrent 

programming and the cutting-edge asyncio library.

Matthew Fowler


February 2022 | ISBN 9781617298660
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2023 titles

category:Development cont.

Python How-To


Have you ever asked yourself, “How do I do that in Python?” If so, 

you’ll love this practical collection of the most important Python 

techniques.

Yong Cui


April 2022 | ISBN 9781617299742

Quantum Computing In Action


Quantum computing is on the horizon and you can get started 

today! This practical, clear-spoken guide shows you don’t need a 

physics degree to write your first quantum software. 

Johan Vos


January 2022 | ISBN 9781617296321

Real-World Cryptography


An all-practical guide to the cryptography behind common tools 

and protocols that will help you make excellent security choices 

for your systems and applications.

David Wong


October 2021 | ISBN 9781617296710

Regex Puzzles and AI Coding Assistants


Regular Expressions with AI Coding Assistants shows you how to 

get the most out of models like Copilot and ChatGPT by 

exploring the quirks of regular expressions. 


Language specific coding prompts available upon request.

David q.Mertz


February 2023 | ISBN ##############

Rust in Action, 1st Edition


Rust in Action is a hands-on guide to systems programming with 

Rust. Written for inquisitive programmers, it presents real-

world use cases that go far beyond syntax and structure.

Tim McNamara


August 2021 | ISBN 9781617294556

Skills of a Successful Software Engineer


Skills to grow from a solo coder into a productive member of a 

software development team, with seasoned advice on 

everything from refactoring to acing an interview.

Fernando Doglio


June 2022 | ISBN 9781617299704
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2023 titles

category:Development cont.

Software Mistakes and Tradeoffs


Optimize the decisions that define your code by exploring the 

common mistakes and intentional tradeoffs made by expert 

developers. 

How to make good programming decisions


Tomasz Lelek and Jon Skeet


April 2022 | ISBN 9781617299209

Street Coder 

The Rules to Break and How to Break Them


USoftware development isn't an "ivory tower" exercise.Street 

coders get the job done by prioritizing tasks, making quick 

decisions, and knowing which rules to break. 

Sedat Kapanoglu


May 2022 | ISBN 9781617298370

Tiny C Projects


Learn the big skills of C programming by creating bite-size 

projects! Work your way through these 15 fun and interesting 

tiny challenges to master essential C techniques you’ll use in full-

size applications.

Dan Gookin


November 2022 | ISBN 9781633439825

BDD in Action, Second Edition


Deliver software that does what it’s supposed to do! Behavior-

Driven Development guides your software projects to success 

with collaboration, communication techniques...

John Ferguson Smart, Jan MolakForeword by Daniel Terhorst-North


March 2023 | ISBN 9781617297533

Think Like a CTO


An effective Chief Technology Officer shapes almost every 

aspect of a modern business. This book shares the experience 

and advice of veteran CTOs and industry experts...

Alan Williamson


Febuary 2023 | ISBN 9781617298851
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2023 titles

category:Development cont.

Unity in Action, Third Edition


This hands-on beginners guide gets you building games fast, all 

with the awesome Unity engine! You’ll speed past the basics and 

use your existing coding skills to create 2D, 3D, and AR/VR 

games.

Joseph Hocking


January 2022 | ISBN 9781617299339

category:General

Own Your Tech Career


Own Your Tech Career: Soft skills for technologists is a guide to 

taking control of your professional life. It teaches you to 

approach your career with planning and purpose, always making 

active decisions towards your goals.

Soft skills for technologists


Don Jones


August 2021 | ISBN 9781617299070

Secret Key Cryptography 


Explore the fascinating and rich world of Secret Key 

cryptography! This book provides practical methods for 

encrypting messages.

Ciphers, from simple to unbreakable


Frank Rubin


July 2022 | ISBN 9781633439795

The Programmer's Brain


Your brain responds in a predictable way when it encounters 

new or difficult tasks. This unique book teaches you concrete 

techniques rooted in cognitive science that will improve the way 

you learn and think about code.

What every programmer needs to know about cognition


Felienne Hermans


September 2021 | ISBN 9781617298677

category:Java / JVM

Cloud Native Spring in Action


Build and deliver production-grade cloud-native apps with 

Spring framework and Kubernetes.

With Spring Boot and Kubernetes


Thomas Vitale


November 2022 | ISBN 9781617298424
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2023 titles

category:Java / JVM cont.

Functional Programming in Kotlin


Master techniques and concepts of functional programming to 

deliver safer, simpler, and more effective Kotlin code.

Marco Vermeulen, Rúnar Bjarnason & Paul Chiusano 


October 2021 | ISBN 9781617297168

Get Programming with Scala


Packed with examples and exercises, Get Programming with 

Scala is perfect starting point for developers with some OO 

knowledge who want to learn this multi-style programming.

Daniela Sfregola


September 2021 | ISBN 9781617295270

Java Persistence with Spring Data and Hibernate


Master Java persistence using the industry-leading tools Spring 

Data and Hibernate.

Cătălin Tudose


January 2023 | ISBN 9781617299186

Spring Boot in Practice


Go beyond the basics with Spring Boot! This practical guide 

presents dozens of relevant scenarios in a convenient problem-

solution-discussion format.

Somnath Musib


June 2022 | ISBN 9781617298813

Spring in Action, Sixth Edition


If you need to learn Spring, look no further than this widely 

beloved and comprehensive guide! Fully revised for Spring 5.3, 

and packed with interesting real-world examples to get your 

hands dirty with Spring.

Craig Walls


January 2022 | ISBN 9781617297571
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2023 titles

category:Java / JVM cont.

Spring Start Here


Quickly master the massive Spring ecosystem with this 

focused, hands-on guide that teaches you exactly what you 

need to know.

Learn what you need and learn it well


Laurențiu Spilcă


November 2021 |  ISBN 9781617298691

The Well-Grounded Java Developer, Second Edition


Understanding Java from the JVM up gives you a solid 

foundation to grow your expertise and take on advanced 

techniques for performance, concurrency, containerization...

Benjamin Evans, Jason Clark, and Martijn Verburg


October 2022 | ISBN 9781617298875

Troubleshooting Java


Effectively reading and understanding existing code is a 

developer’s superpower. In this book, you’ll master techniques 

for code profiling, advanced debugging, and log evaluation to...

Read, debug, and optimize JVM applications


Laurențiu Spilcă


February 2023 | ISBN 9781617299773

category:Microsoft & .NET

ASP.NET Core Razor Pages in Action


Razor Pages lets you build, configure, and deploy amazing 

dynamic ASP.NET websites with ease.

Mike Brind


November 2022 | ISBN 9781617299988

ASP.NET Core Security


Secure your ASP.NET applications before you get hacked! This 

practical guide includes secure coding techniques with 

annotated examples.

Christian Wenz


June 2022 | ISBN 9781633439986
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2023 titles

category:Microsoft & .NET

Learn dbatools in a Month of Lunches


Designed for busy IT professionals, this innovative guide will 

take you from the basics to PowerShell proficiency.

Automating SQL server tasks with PowerShell commands


Chrissy LeMaire, Rob Sewell, Jess Pomfret, Cláudio Silva


Foreword by Anna Hoffman


May 2022 | ISBN 9781617296703

Learn PowerShell in a Month of Lunches, 4thEdition


Designed for busy IT professionals, this innovative guide will take 

you from the basics to PowerShell proficiency.

Covers Windows, Linux, and macOS


Travis Plunk, James Petty, Tyler Leonhardt, Don Jones, 


Jeffery Hicks


March 2022 | ISBN 9781617296963

Microservices in .NET, Second Edition


Microservices in .NET, Second Edition teaches you to build and 

deploy microservices using ASP.NET and Azure services.

Christian Horsdal Gammelgaard


November 2021 | ISBN 9781617297922

Practical Automation with PowerShell


Take PowerShell beyond simple scripts and build time-saving 

automations for your team, your users, and the world.

Effective scripting from the console to the cloud


Matthew Dowst


May 2023 | ISBN 9781617299551

category:Operations & Cloud

AWS for non-engineers


This friendly, fast-paced guide is perfect for anyone puzzled 

by the cloud! Learn the fundamentals of Amazon Web 

Services.

Hiroko Nishimura


November 2022 | ISBN 9781633439948
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2023 titles

category:Operations & Cloud

AWS Security



Running your systems in the cloud doesn’t automatically make 

them secure. Learn the tools and new management approaches 

you need to create secure apps and infrastructure on AWS.

Dylan Shields


August 2022 | ISBN 9781617297335

Data Engineering on Azure


Build a data platform to the industry-leading standards set by 

Microsoft’s own infrastructure.

Vlad Riscutia


August 2021 | ISBN 9781617298929

Data Privacy 


The book develops your strategic understanding of data 

governance and helps you navigate the tricky trade-offs 

between privacy and business needs.

A runbook for engineers


Nishant Bhajaria


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617298998 

Infrastructure as Code, Patterns and Practices


Use Infrastructure as Code (IaC) to automate, test, and 

streamline infrastructure for business-critical systems.

With examples in Python and Terraform


Rosemary Wang


July 2022 | ISBN 9781617298295

Istio in Action


Solve difficult service-to-service communication challenges 

around security, observability, routing, and resilience with an 

Istio-based service mesh.

Christian E. Posta and Rinor Maloku


March 2022 | ISBN 9781617295829

Kubernetes Native Microservices with Quarkus and 

MicroProfile


Build fast, efficient Kubernetes-based Java applications using 

the Quarkus framework, MicroProfile, and Java standards.

John Clingan and Ken Finnigan


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617298653
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2023 titles

category:Operations & Cloud

Kubernetes Secrets Management


Safely manage your secret information like passwords, keys, and 

certificates in Kubernetes. This practical guide is full of best 

practices and methods for adding layers of security.

Alex Soto Bueno and Andrew Block


December 2022 | ISBN 9781617298912

Making Sense of Cybersecurity


A jargon-busting guide to the key concepts, terminology, and 

technologies of cybersecurity. Perfect for anyone planning or 

implementing a security strategy.

Thomas Kranz


October 2022 | ISBN 9781617298004

Pipeline as Code


Discover techniques for implementing code-driven 

infrastructure and CI/CD workflows using Jenkins, Docker, 

Terraform, and cloud-native services.

Continuous Delivery with Jenkins, Kubernetes, and Terraform


Mohamed Labouardy


October 2021 | ISBN 9781617297540

Podman in Action


The next generation of containers is here. Learn Podman directly 

from its creator, discover its exceptional security features, and start 

managing rootless containers that integrate easily into your systems.

Secure, rootless containers for Kubernetes, microservices, and more


Daniel Walsh


December 2022 | ISBN 9781633439689

Serverless Architectures on AWS 2nd Edition


Serverless Architectures on AWS, Second Edition teaches you 

how to design, secure, and manage serverless backend APIs for 

web and mobile applications on the AWS platform.

Peter Sbarski & Ajay Nair


December 2021 | ISBN 9781617295423

Software Telemetry


Software Telemetry shows you how to efficiently collect, store, 

and analyze system and application log data so you can monitor 

and improve your systems.

Reliable logging and monitoring


Jamie Riedesel


August 2021 | ISBN 9781617298141
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2023 titles

category:Operations & Cloud cont.

Cyber Defenders' Career Guide


Kickstart a career in cyber security by learning how to adapt 

your existing technical and non-technical skills with Cyber 

Defenders' CareerGuide.

Alyssa Miller


July 2022 | ISBN 9781617298202

Amazon Web Services in Action, Third Edition


Master essential best practices for deploying and managing 

applications on Amazon Web Services. This revised bestseller is 

packed with techniques for building highly available and scalable...

An in-depth guide to AWS


Andreas Wittig and Michael Wittig


March 2023 | ISBN 9781633439160

category:Python

Publishing Python Packages


Create masterful, maintainable Python packages! This book includes 

pro tips for design, automation, testing, deployment, and even 

release as an open source project!

Test, share, and automate your projects


Dane Hillard, Foreword by David Beazley


December 2022 | ISBN 9781617299919

category:Programming

Functional Programming in Scala, Second Edition


Discover the power that functional programming brings to your 

Scala code. This international bestseller has been revised with 

new exercises, annotations, and full coverage of Scala 3.

Michael Pilquist, Rúnar Bjarnason, and Paul Chiusano


May 2023 | ISBN 9781617299582

category:Web

API Design Patterns


API Design Patterns lays out a set of design principles for 

building internal and public-facing APIs.

JJ Geewax


September 2021 | ISBN 9781617295850
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Hugo in Action


Build and deploy a live website in just 30 minutes using Hugo. 

The Hugo engine lets you rapidly deliver static sites that are low 

maintenance, high performance, and feature rich. 

Atishay Jain


March 2022 | ISBN 9781617297007

Rust Web Development


Create bulletproof, high-performance web apps and servers 

with Rust.

Bastian Gruber


December 2022 | ISBN 9781617299001

Testing Web APIs


Ensure your web APIs are consistent and bug-free by 

implementing an automated testing process.

Mark Winteringham


October 2022 | ISBN 9781617299537

The Jamstack Book


Jamstack = JavaScript, APIs, and Markup. Use established 

standard technologies to build super-fast static websites 

without sacrificing rich, dynamic features.

Raymond Camden and Brian Rinaldi


April 2022 | ISBN 9781617298882
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